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This invention relates to a structurally and
functionally improved machine by means of

2

which syringe barrels and similar units are pro
Vided and also aims to teach a novel method for

the production of Units of this character.
This application is a continuation of my prior
application for United States Letters Patent
Serial Number 32,660 filed June 12, 1948 (now
abandoned).
-

{j

With the foregoing in mind, it is a primary
object of the invention to teach a simple inex
pensive method of forming Syringe barrels in a
manner Such that they will properly fit and co
operate with plunger rods of a predetermined
stock size; the present invention also embrac
ing a machine by means of which this method
may be economically practiced. Therefore, it
will be feasible to produce Syringe assemblies of

As is well understood by those conversant with 10 all glass type in relatively large quantities and
the manufacture and use of hypodermic Syringes,
at Small cost. These assemblies will have their
an all glass assembly is, in many respects, to be
parts interchangeable so that it will be unneces
preferred. In other words, the assembly should
sary to, for example, identify the barrel and
include not alone a glass barrel or cylinder, but
plunger by identical serial numbers.
also a piston or plunger rod of glass slidable 15 A further object is that of providing an all
Within that barrel. By movement of the latter,
glass Syringe assembly, in which the barrel will
not alone may medicament be expelled from the
not be as Subject to breakage as a SSemblies here
barrel for purposes of injection, but also that
tofore produced and which will not be subject
medical ment may be drawn into the cylinder to
to erosion. Moreover, such an assembly will per
charge the Syringe with a suitable quantity of 2+ mit a clear observation of the medicament with
desired liquid.
in the barrel and a substantially complete ex
Such Syringe assemblies have been relatively
pulsion of that medicament by fully projecting

expensive to manufacture. This has largely been
the plunger.
because the barrel and plunger have had to be
Another object is that of teaching a simple
accurately fitted to one another so that proper 25 method of procedure and providing a machine

expelling pressures could be produced for injection purposes without having the medicament

involving relatively few and individually rugged
parts. These parts, when assembled, will operate

exCape between the Surfaces of the piston and

Over long periods of time with freedom from all

Cylinder. Also, it has been necessary in aspiratdifficulties and, moreover, when a renewal of cer
ing or charging operations to be certain that an 30 tain parts is necessary this may be accomplished
adequate suction would be maintained under rewith substantially no interruption to the opera
tractive movement of the piston and without
tion of the machine.
danger of air leakage between the parts partially
With these and other objects in mind, refer
breaking the Suction.
ence is had to the attached sheets of drawings
The fitting of the barrel to the plunger involves 35 illustrating a practical embodiment of the in
a relatively large expense; it being necessary to
vention and in which:
resort to a selection of barrels of One size in rela-

Fig. 1 is a top plan view of the machine with

tion to the material from which the plungers
Certain of the parts broken away to disclose un
Were to be formed. Thereafter numerous opderlying construction;
erations and testing steps follow in order that
Fig. 2 is a partly sectional side view of the ma-.
a proper assembly results and which will pass 40 chine;
inspection. However, unless further time con
Figs. 3 and 4 are Sectional views taken along
Suming and expensive techniques are resorted
the lines and respectively in the direction of the
to, the barrel is usable with only the particular
arrows 3—3 and 3–4 as shown in Fig. 2;
plunger selected for the same. In other words,
Fig. 5 is a transverse Sectional view taken along
it is not generally practicable with a series of
the lines 5–5 and in the direction of the arrows
aSSemblies to interchangeably employ the barrels
as indicated in Fig. 3;
and plungers one with the other. Moreover, due
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary enlarged sectional view
to the fitting and finishing operations aforemen
taken aiong the lines 6–6 and in the direction
tioned, the bore of the barrel has imparted to it,
of the arrows as indicated in Fig. 1;
a. Somewhat Satiny finish. This, in certain in
Figs. 7 and 8 are transverse sectional views
Stances, is undesirable in that the barrel no
taken
along the lines 7–7 and 8–8 and in the
longer presents a clear glass body through which
direction
of the arrows as respectively indicated
its interior and contents may readily be ob
in Fig. 6; and
Served.
55
Fig. 9 diagrammatically illustrates the Se
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quence of steps involved in the treatment or for
mation of the Syringe barrel.
With primary reference to Fig. 2, the numeral
|5 indicates a support which may mount à deck
or platform portion 16. Secured to the latter
is a standard #1 above which a head i8 may be
rotatably mounted by anti-friction bearings i 3.

which tube 37 extends. This member is Sup

tate within the same is a sleeve 3 i which en
circles a stationary tube 22. The latter serves

52. AS will be clear from Figs. 6 and 8 these fit
tings permit of the establishment of a vacuum
from the interior of tube 37 through the pas—

ported by a rod #8 guided for movement by a
sleeve 49. In order to prevent, rotation of these
parts with respect to each other, sleeve 49 may

be formed with a slot within which a pin 5
mounted by the rod extends. As illustrated, the
lower end of rod É3 projects below the lower face
Of the turntable 25.

The head Î 8 conveniently supports a turntable
20. The standard 17 is hollow. Disposed to ro

Mounted one by each of collars 33 are fittings

as a housing for pipes 23 which—as Hereinafter

Sages of bearing member 38 and thence to the
bore of fitting 53. Connected to the inner ends
of each of these fittings are tubes or pipes 33

brought out—are preferably three in number.
These pipes are connected One to each of a Series
of vacuum pumps (not Shown).
With a view to rotating the head i8 and turn
table 20, a drive such as that indicated by the
numeral 24 may be employed. This drive, by
means of gearing 25, rotates Shaft, 26 to turn a
worm and worm wheel assembly 2i and a gear

as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The inner ends of
these tubes are in turn connected to the adja

cent passages 5% of a plate 55 as illustrated in
Fig. 4. This plate is secured to rotate with the
turntable 20. In the embodiment, under Con

28. The teeth of the latter mesh. With the teeth

of a gear 23 secured to the head #8. It therefore
follows that with an operation of the drive 24
the turntable will be revolved. At this time it is

also to be noted that, for example, by means of
a gear 35’ rotated by the drive 24 a gear 30 is
turned. This gear is affixed to the sleeve 24
Within Standard ii. Therefore that, Sleeve is ro
tated. Such rotation causes a driving of gear 30
3 i affixed to the upper end of the sleeve. A
series of assemblies conveniently affixed to the
under face of the turntable 23 are driven by gear
31. Each of these assemblies may include a gear
32, a shaft 33 affixed thereto and serving to ro
tate a gear 34, the teeth of which mesh with a
gear 35. Accordingly the latter is in each as
Sembly turned as the drive 2% is operated.
As eSpecially shown in Fig. 1, nine mandrel
aSSemblies are associated with the turntable 25.
As will be apparent, a greater or lesser number
of these assemblies might be employed. Each of

sideration, passages 5% are divided into three
series of three each. Each of the passages of
one Series extends to a different, depth into the
body of plate 55 as clearly shown in Fig. 4. Plate
55 is overlain by a plate 53 as shown in Fig. 2.
The detailed structure of the plate 56 is illus
trated in Figs. 3 and 5. As especially shown in

these figures, arcuate grooves 57 extend through

out a major part of the plate face and are Con
nected, for example, by a common passage 53 to
be venied to the Outer at InoSphere. Arcuate
grooves 33, §§ and 6 are also formed in the face
of plate 53. They have radii corresponding to the

radii of grooves 57. However, they are not con

nected to the former grooves. Preferably, each
of grooves 59, §§ and 6 are 118° in length for a
purpose hereinafter brought out. In any event,
these grooves and the grooves 3} are disposed at
different distances from the center axis of the

machine and which distances correspond to the
depth of the three Successive påSSagès 3% of each
in plate G3. Accordingly, with the plates
these terminate adjacent its lower end in the Series
in
face
to face contact as in Fig. 2, the passages
gear 35 which, as a?oredescribed, is driven by a
5?; of the different Series will successively tray.
gear 34 secured to rotate with a shaft 33. As
one each of the grooves 57 and thereafter
especially shown in Fig. 6, each assembly may ºf erse
grooves
59, §§ and 6: Fespectively. As shown
be mounted on the upper face of the turntable
especially in Figs. 2 and 5 branchlines 62 have
by Securing a collar or Support 36 to the turn
their inner ends connected one to each of the
table. This collar conveniently extends into an
pipes 23, their outer ends being respectively con
Opening formed through the table. A tube 37
extends through the collar 35 and is Secured tº nected to passages 53, 36 and 64. Conveniently
against movement with respect to the gear 33. Vacuum gages 33 are disposed One within each
Of lines $2.
A bearing member 33 is interposed between the
Thus it, Will be understood that With drive 24
tube 37 and the collar 36. This member is formed
operating turntable 25—together with the as
with air-distributing passages 33. Packing as in
Semblies carried thereby—will be revolved. Also
dicated at #9 may be disposed adjacent the opeach of the shafts 33 will rotate to drive gears
posite ends of the member. A substantially air
3á and 35. With the tubes 37 properly supported
tight Seal is furnished for example by employing
as, for example, by extending the ends of shafts
a cap ; ; having screw-threaded connections

33 to a point beyond the axes of the tubes and

with the collar 38. When this cap is tightened

providing a mounting member §§ at each of

and due to the configuration of the parts, the
packing Will be compressed to assure this result.
Adjacent its upper end tube 3% may be pro

these points, these tubes will turn and will not
tend to shift axially. With the turntable con
tinuing to rotate, the bores of the tube will be
Successively connected with sources of vacuums.
Thereafter they will be disconnected from such
Sources and vented to the outer atmosphere.
As the turntable reaches a certain stage or point
in its rotation, the rod 43 of each assembly will
be disposed in line with a projectable rod 35'
actuated, for example, by an air cylinder 66' and
having at its upper end a contact member 67.
If, by means of suitably timed automatically op

Vided with a flared surface #2. A mandrel hay–

ing a cylindrical forming surface $3 is provided
With an extended and tapered lower end $4 seat

ing against this Surface. As a consequence of
this construction, air leakage is prevented at
this point. Also, the mandrel 43 will turn as a
unit. With tube 37. The mandrel is formed with
a bore 45 forming a continuation of the tube bore.
Adjacent its upper end, it is provided with a series
of radially extending grooves or passages, 43. At

erating mechanism the rod 35’ is at that moment

this time it is to be noted that there is prefer

ably provided as part of each of the assemblies
an apertured member 47 through the opening of

75

projected, the rod 43 will be similarly projected
to cause the apertured member 47 to move up

5
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Wardly over the end of tube 37 and the attached
mandrel 43. As will be hereinafter brought out,
such a structure will function as an unloading

drel. Whether such disposition has occurred by
automatic machinery or manually is immaterial.
Prior to the disposition of the barrel upon the
mandrel, the interior of the former is preferably
coated with a suitable material to prevent oxida
tion. No air flow is, at this stage, occurring
through the bore 45 of the mandrel. This will be

mechanism. It is obvious that the structure of

this mechanism might be modified in numerous
manners or, in fact, entirely eliminated if manual
unloading is resorted to. In the latter event,
While a stripping mechanism would preferably be
employed, it need not necessarily involve the rod

because the pipe 53 extending from the assembly

in question has its inner end in communication
with one of the vented grooves 57. As indicated

48 or other heretofore described details of struc

ture. As will readily be understood, the man
drels 43 may be easily dismounted and replaced

in the drawings, the loading and unloading sta
tions may represent a travel or rotation on the
part of the turntable amounting to approximately

When this is necessary. When in mounted po

sition, however, a proper seal will be established
between them and the tubes 37. An automatic
mechanism (not shown) may be employed to coat

22.5°. Conveniently a particular barrel will have
an internal diameter substantially larger than
the external diameter of the mandrel; the differ
ence in diameters being at least .005’’. Due to
the characteristics of glass, the localized heating

the mandrels or the barrel interiors with a suit

able material to prevent mandrel oxidation and
to lubricate the parts. This will be prior to the
mounting of the Syringe barrel thereon. Nor
mally, however, it is preferred to coat the in

20

teriors of the barrels.

Of the flange zone of the barrel results in a de
Crease in diameter of the open end of the barrel.
Therefore a sealing contact is established between

the barrel and mandrel as indicated by the nu
Various sources of heat may be employed to
meral 72 in Fig. 9. Substantially simultaneously
cooperate with the barrels mounted on the man
with the establishment of the sealing contact be
drels. In many respects it is preferred to em
tween the barrel and mandrel, vacuum will begin
ploy a gas mixture directed toward the mandrels
to act through the bore of the latter. This will
through suitably arranged burners. These burn
be because the pipe 53 connected to a certain
ers may be arranged to cooperate to the best ad
mandrel bore which is traversing the flange-heat
Vantage with the mandrel-supported barrels. It
ing
station will have been disconnected from the
is preferred to this end that the burners be sta 30 Channel
or groove 57 to which it has heretofore
tionary. In most instances separate tips will be
been connected and will have passed into opera
employed, although slits for the passage of gas
ºnnection
with either the groove 59, 60
might be provided to define a Zone of flame. Or
Orº
5 || dinarily a series of burners arranged around and
AS indicated in the drawings, this sealing stage
adjacent the path of travel of the mandrels will
may
be continued throughout 67.5° of rotation of
be adequate; although, of course, burners might
the
turntable
and involve a time period of 45 sec
be disposed along an arc of Hesser diameter than
Onds. Due to the substantially plastic condition
Such path of travel. In certain instances One or
of the flange Zone of the barrel and the vacuum
more burners may travel a limited distance with
existing within the same, the outer atmosphere
a mandrel and return to an initial position where 40 preSSing
against the exterior face of the barrel
they cooperate with the barrel disposed upon a
Will result in the maintenance of a proper inti
succeeding mandrel. In order to simplify the il
macy of contact between that zone adjacent the
lustration, merely a single burner has been indi
Open end of the same and the mandrel.
cated by the numeral 65 in Fig. 2. Such illustra
With Suction through the mandrel bore into
tion is therefore representative of the various
the interior of the barrel continuing, such barrel

Sources of heat which might be employed and the
arrangement of such sources.

is progressively heated from a point adjacent the

flange to a point adjacent its opposite end. Such

Now considering the detailed structure of the
Syringe barrel to be operated upon by the ma
chine and treated according to the teachings of
the method, attention is directed to Fig. 6 in
which a desirable unit of one type has been il
lustrated. As shown, this unit includes a barrel
68 formed of glass and presenting an open end
defined by a flange or bead 69. The opposite end
of the barrel is closed and provides a needle
mounting tip or portion 70 which is closed or
sealed as indicated at 7 ?. If desired, such seal
ing may be achieved by a separate element or sub
stance rather than by portions integral with the
barrel body. Units of this type are provided in
any desired manner and embrace a bore which
is materially larger than the finished piston-ac
commodating bore which is to be incorporated in

heating may occur by any desired relative axial

movement of the barrel and the mandrel with

respect to a horizontal zone of heat defined, for
example, by a series of burners. However it pref
erably occurs by arranging a Series of burner noz
Zles in an inclined path as schematically indi
cated by the numeral 73. In any event, under
continued rotation of the mandrel and barrel,
the pre-heated parts of the latter are rendered
Successively Substantally plastic from the flange
to the tip ends. This results in the barrel being
drawn into intimate contact with the mandrel
Surface as indicated by the numerai 74. The pro
gressive heatings may continue through a 90°
travel Zone of the turntable and for a period of
60 seconds. At the end of that interval, and as
shown in the drawings, the entire interior of the
barrel will be in intimate contact with the man
drel and conform precisely to the exterior di

their final Structure. Each of the mandrels 43

is precisely formed to involve a diameter (when
cool) slightly Smaller than the diameter of the

mensions of the latter.

completed barrel.
Now turning to Fig. 9 in which a somewhat
diagrammatic or schematic representation of the
various steps of operation has been resorted to,
attention is primarily directed to the upper right

The co-efficient of expansion of glass is less
than that of the metal from which the maindrel

hand view. As will be understood from an ex

amination of that portion of the drawing the bar
rel of the syringe has been disposed on the man

**

75

is formed. Therefore, even while the latter is
Somewhat protected from the action of the flame
and general heat Zone by the Syringe barrel, it is
to be understood that during pre-heating, flange
shrinkage and progressive shrinkage, that the
mandrel will have somewhat expanded. Such

2,684,556
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4.

sulted in the bore of the barrel being of too great
a diameter. To this end, as afore brought out,
the diameter of the mandrel, when cold, should
be slightly Smaller than the dia:meter of the pis
ton to be used in conjunction therewith.
In the illustrated embodiment, nine mandrel
aSsemblies are present. With equal spacing of
these it is again apparent that they are separated
40° from each other. As previously stated, the

resorted to, a barrel constructed in accordance
with the present teachings will be clear. This
will be a decided advantage, especially with re

gards to certain types of injections and medica
ments. Of course if it is desired to incorporate

5

in the syringe an exterior stained surface, stained

scale, or screen process scale, this may be done
at the time of the annealing step or otherwise as

10

length of the grooves or channels 59, 69 and 6:

is preferably 118°. With three mandrel asse
blies connected to these channels or grooves it is
apparent that under these circumstances the in
ner end of a given duct or passage 54 of the plate
55 will ride beyond the end of one of these chan
nels or grooves before the duct of the third fol
lowing assembly is connected with the same
groove. Therefore a condition Will be presented

may prove most desirable.
Consequently a clear glass barrel is produced
for use with a glass plunger. Obviously the glass
employed to provide the barrel Khay be of any

desired color, although it will ordinarily not be
tinted. Thue to the fact that the Surface of the

barrel is uninterrupted by the ordinary satiny
finish resulting from the finishing operations,

that surface is not subject to erosion. Moreover,
clear liquids will be readily visible within the
barrel and the scale and other indicia will appear
in sharp contrast. The barrel will be uniform
throughout the length traversed by the piston.

under which at no time are two mandrel assem

blies connected to the same groove.

-

cident to the lapping operations which have been

expansion will, in no event, however, have re

Conse

quently the full force of the vacuum may act. On
any assembly to assure the proper formation of

Not being of large diameter adjacent its bottom

the Syringe barrel associated with the same. Also

the successive assemblies being connected to dif
ferent vacuum lines 23 and the parts coupled

therewith, it follows that there will be no possi
bility of interference in the operation of one as
sembly by a different assembly during the criti
cal periods of flange-Sealing or barrel shrinkage.
After the Shrinkage Step the assembly is per

30

mitted to coof which also allows the barrel Sup

ported by the same to cool. Due to the different
co-efficient of expansion of metal with respect to
glass, it is apparent that during this cooling
stage, the mandrel will shrink away from the

or closed end, all medicament will be capable
of being expelled from the interior of the barrel.
Also no bubbles of air will remain trapped within
the barrel with the piston fully projected. In the
finished Syringe barrel an uninterrupted skin Sur
face will be presented. That skin surface being
relatively quite hard, not alone is wear mini
mized, but breakage is reduced to a material ex
tent. Where air bubbles have heretofore ren

dered tubing unsuitable for the formation of
Syringe barrels due to the danger of formation
35 of “air lines” in the finished barrel, such tubing

may, in imany instances still be usable in connec
tion with the present machine and method. This
will be because the grinding and lapping opera

inner surface of the barrel. This has been indi
cated at #5. The travel of the turntable during

the cooling interval may be 135° and be main
tions, heretfore necessary to provide a finished
tained for an interval of 90 seconds. Thereafter 40 syringe, will not be resorted to and consequently
the particular mandrei assembly will traverse
there will be no likelihood of the bore surface of
the unloading station. At that time, either by
the barrel being broken through to establish com
automatic mechanis?n or otherwise the apertured
munication with these “air iines.”
member 47 may be elevated to strip the barrel
Thus, among others, the several objects of the
from the mandrel. This completes the cycle of
invention
as specifically aforenoted are achieved.
operation as performed by the Emachine. After
Obviously numerous changes in construction of
the barrel is Stripped from the mandrel, the
the barrel and rearrangement of the parts of
sealed end portion i i may be suitably detached
the
machine might be resorted to and the steps
from the Syringe body by, for example, ground
the method might be varied in numerous par
ing it off. Thereafter, the tip i? may be properly 5 of
ticulars without departing from the Spirit of
finished to present, Smooth Surfaces. At the Same
the invention as defined by the claims.
time the flange portion 63 of the syringe may be
I claim:
Subjected to finishing operations should this
1. A Syringe barrel forming machine compris
prove to be necessary or desirable. The barrei
ing a mounting, a mandrel extending beyond said
may now be annealed in order to relieve stresses. 5 5 mounting, a Surface forming a part of said man
Also, after removal from the machine, the barrel
drel adjacent, its outer end and adjacent which
may have applied to it suitable indicia. Such as
the inner face of the end wall of a barrel may
graduation marks and numbers, trade and type
be disposed, a source of heat, means effecting
marks, etc. etc. In any event, it will be found
relative
ovement between Such Source and said
that by utilizing a proper plunger Size, a Syringe 60 mandrel,insaid
mandrel being formed with a bore
assembly has been formed by this method in
extending through to Said Outer end Surface of
which the clearance between the plunger or pis
the mandrel, said mounting being formed with
ton and the interior of the cylinder will be ap
a communicating bore through which air may be
proximately .00005’’. Consequently, any one of
and Said mandrel outer surface being
a series of pistons of proper size may be em 65 exhausted
formed
with
a groove extending from its bore
ployed with the barrel rather than merely an in
to
the
Side
face
thereof.
dividual plunger Or piston conformed precisely
2. A Syringe barrel forming machine compris–
to the dirnensions of only one barrel.
ing a mounting, a mandrei extending beyond said
Thus, it is feasible by the practice of the pres–

ent method and use of the machine to economi 70 mounting, a surface forming a part of said man
drel adjacent its outer end and adjacent which
cally produce an all glass Syringe assembly com

prising a barrel and plunger and in which inter
changeability will be possible between an entire
series of these assemblies. Moreover, contrary to

conventional construction in which the interior
face of the barrel bore has a “satiny” finish in

75

the inner face of the end wall of a barrel may be
disposed, means for heating a barrel supported
upon said mandrel, said heating means being
movable outwardly with respect to said mandrel

from a point in line with the surface of the same

2,684,556
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adjacent which the inner edge of said barrel is machine being formed10
with passages extending
disposed in an outward direction towards the

Opposite mandrel end and said mandrel being
formed with an evacuating bore continuing as
a groove across the Outer mandrel Surface.

3. In a syringe barrel forming machine in com

bination a rotatable support, an annular Series
Of mandrels mounted Upon Said Support, each of
Said mandrels being formed with an air-conduct
ing bore, a pair of relatively rotatable plates dis
posed adjacent each other, connecting means
between one of said plates and said support

one from each of Said mandrel bores through to
the face of one of Said plates and with further
paSSages each extending from a Source of vac
uum through to the adjacent face of the other
plate, one of said plates being formed with arcu
a?e grooves at different distances from its axis
of rotation, the passages extending through to
One plate being connected one to each of Said
grooves and passages extending through to the
other piate terminating in end portions at dif

ferent distances from the axis of Said last-named
Whereby these parts will move in Syrachrºism,
plate and aligning with said grooves when said
Said machine being formed with passages extend
plates are disposed in Operative relationship, said
ing one from each of Said mandrel bores through 15 latter end portions being circumferentially
to the face of one of said plates and with fur
Spaced whereby as Said Support and the plate
ther passages each extending from a Source of
connected therewith rotate with respect to the
vacuum through to the adjacent face of the other
Second piate Succeeding mandrels will have their
plate, one of said plates }}eing formed With 3rcu
individual bores solely and successively con
ate grooves at different (istances from its axis of 20 nected with different grooves throughout the
rotation, the passages extending through to one
arcuate distances of the latter and means form
plate being connected one to each of Said grooves
ing a part of Said machine and functioning after
and passages extending through to the other
the passages and the bores have completed their
plate terminating in end portions at different dis
Connection with said grooves to relieve conditions
tances from the axis of said last-named plate and 25 of vacuum within Said bores and passages.
aligning with said grooves when said plates are
6. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in
disposed in operative relationship, said latter end
combination a mandrel assembly including a
portions being circumferentially spaced whereby
Iower mounting portion and a Smooth, Substan
as said support and the plate connected there
tially uninterrupted preform-shaping body hav
with rotate with respect to the Second plate 30 ing an outer end, a Support forming a part of Said
Succeeding mandrels will have their individual
machine and connected to Said portion to main
bores solely and successively connected with dif
tain Said body in a position at Which its outer
ferent grooves throughout the arcuate distances
end is uppermost, said outer end including a sur
of the latter.
face to lie adjacent the upper closed end of a
4. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in Com 35 cylindrical preform ensleeved over said body to
bination a rotatable support, an annular series
support such preform in a position at which its
of mandrels mounted upon said Support, each
lower end is disposed at a point Short of and
of Said mandrels being formed With an air-con
above Said lower portion, said body being formed
ducting bore, a pair of reltaively rotatable plates
With a bore extending through to the lower por
disposed adjacent, each other, connecting means 40 tion of Said assembly for direct connection with
between One of Said plates and Said Support,
a source of vacuum associated with Said machine
Whereby these parts will move in Synchronism,
and Said body being formed with a passage ex
said machine being formed with passages extend
tending outwardly from Said bore through to its
ing one from each of Said mandrel bores through
outer Surface at a point in immediate proximity
to the outer end of Said body.
to the face of one of said plates and with further
passages each extending from a source of vac
7. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in
uum through to the adjacent face of the other
combination a mandrel assembly including a
plate, one of said plates being formed with arcu
lower mounting portion and a Smooth, substan
ate grooves at different distances from its axis
tially uninterrupted preform-shaping body hav
of rotation, the passages extending through to 50 ing an outer end, a Support forming a part of
one plate being connected one to each of Said
Said Inachine and Connected to Said portion to
grooves and passages extending through to the
maintain said body in a position at which its
other plate terminating in end portions at dif
outer end is uppermost, Said outer end including
ferent distances from the axis of Said last-named
a surface to lie adjacent the upper closed end
plate and aligning with Said grooves when said 55 of a cylindrical preform ensleeved over said body
plates are disposed in operative relationship, said
to support. Such preform in a position at which its
latter end portions being circumferentially
lower end is disposed at a point short of and
spaced whereby as said support, and the plate
above said lower portion, said body being formed
connected therewith rotate with respect to the
with a bore extending through to the lower por
second plate succeeding mandrels will have their 60 tion of said assembly for direct connection with

individual bores solely and successively connected
with different grooves throughout the arcuate
distances of the latter and one of said plates
being formed with additional arcuately extend
ing grooves connectable with the atmosphere
whereby conditions of vacuum within said man

drel bores will be relieved.
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a source of vacuum aSSociated with Said machine,
said body being formed with a passage extend
ing out Wardly from Said bore through to its
outer Surface at a point in immediate prox
imity to the outer end of Said body and the sur

face providing the outer mandrel end including
relatively raised portions to act as spacing means

5. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in com
to prevent Sealing contact being established be
bination a rotatable Support, an annular series
tween Such Surface and the closed end of the
of mandrels mounted upon Said Support, each of 70 preform.
said mandrels being formed with an air-conduct
8. A Syringe barrel forming machine includ
ing bore, a pair of relatively rotatable plates dis
ing
in Combination a turntable, means for ro
posed adjacent each other, connecting means be
tating the same, a plurality of rotatable bored
tween one of said plates and said support where
mandrels extending upwardly from Said turn
by these parts will move in Synchronism, said 75 table to each receive a Syringe preform having
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a bored body provided with an open flanged
lower end through which the mandrel extends
upwardly into its bore, heating means disposed
in operative relationship to the path of travel
of a mandrel moved by said turntable to heat the
lower end of the mandrel and the ?ange and ad
jacent body portion of a preform supported

move with respect to the second plate succeeding

thereby to a degree Such that Said preform is
rendered plastic and collapses into sealing con

bore, a pair of relatively movable plates disposed
adjacent each other, connecting means between
One of Said plates and said support whereby these
parts will move in synchronism, said machine

tact with the adjacent mandrel surface, means

Connecting through the mandrel bore the Space
between the mandrel and the preform above the
point of Sealing contact with a Source of vacu

unn, said heating means being disposed in opera
tive relationship to the path of travel of the
mandrel to heat the preform carried thereby
between its flange and upper end whereby to
cause atmospheric pressure to collapse Said pre
form into intimate contact with said mandrel

mandrels will have their individual bores solely

and Successively connected with different grooves
throughout the lengths of the latter.
11. In a syringe barrel forming machine in
combination a movable Support, a Series of man
drels mounted upon said support, each of Said
mandrels being formed with an air-conducting

being formed with passages extending one from
each of said mandrel bores through to the face
of One of Said plates and with further passages
each extending from a source of vacuum through

to the adjacent face of the other plate, one of
said plates being formed with spaced grooves,
the passages extending through to one plate being

through the entire bore surface of such preform 20 Connected One to each Of Said grooves and pas
Sages extending through to the other plate termi
and said machine providing, during rotation of
Ynating in end portions Spaced from each other
Said turntable, a cooling Zone through which
to an extent equal to the spacing of Said grooves
said mandrel moves.
and aligning with the same when said plates are
9. A Syringe barrel forming machine includ
disposed in Operative relationship, Said latter end
ing in combination a turntable, means for rotat 25 portions
being longitudinally spaced whereby as
ing the same, a plurality of rotatable bored man
said support and the plate connected therewith
drels extending upwardly from said turntable
move with respect to the second plate succeed
to each receive a syringe preform having a bored
ing mandrels will have their individual bores
gody provided with an open flanged 10wer exhd
through which the mandrel extends upwardly 30 solely and successively connected with different
grooves throughout the lengths of the latter and
into its bore, heating means disposed in opera
one of said plates being formed with additional
tive relationship to the path of travel of a man
longitudinally extending grooves connectable
drei Imoved by Said turntable to heat, the lower
With the atmosphere whereby conditions of
end Of the mandrel and the flange and adjacent
body portion of a preform Supported thereby to 35 Vacuum within Said mandrel bores will be re
lieved.
a degree such that said preform is rendered pias
12. In a syringe barrel forming machine in
tic and Collapses into Sealing contact with the
combination a movable Support, a series of man
adjacent mandrel surface, means connecting
drels mounted upon said support, each of said
through the mandrel bore the space between the
mandrel and the preform above the point of seal 40 mandrels being formed with an air-conducting
bore, a pair of relatively movable plates disposed
ing contact with a Source of Vacuum, said heating
adjacent each other, connecting means between
means being disposed in operative relationship
One of Said plates and said support whereby these
to the path of travel of the mandrel, means for
parts will move in Synchronism, said machine
causing a relative axially shifting of the latter
being formed with passages extending one from
and said heating means from a point adjacent
each of Said mandrel bores through to the face
the point of sealing contact towards the upper
of one of said plates and with further passages
end of the mandrel whereby to cause atmospheric
each extending from a source of vacuum through
preSSure to collapse said preform into intimate
to the adjacent face of the other plate, one of
contact with said mandrel through the entire
bore Surface of such preform and said machine 50 Said plates being formed with spaced grooves, the
paSSages extending through to one plate being
providing, during rotation of said turntable, a
Connected One to each of Said grooves and pas
Cooling Zone through which said mandrei moves.
Sages extending through to the other plate termi
10. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in
nating in end portions Spaced from each other
Combination a movable support, a series of man
to an extent equal to the spacing of said grooves
drels mounted upon said support, each of said
at different distances from the axis and aligning
mandrels being formed with an air-conducting

With the Same when said plates are disposed in
Operative relationship, said latter end portions
being longitudinally Spaced whereby as said sup

bore, a pair of relatively movable plates disposed
adjacent each other, connecting means between

One of Said plates and said support whereby these
parts will move in Synchronism, said machine
being formed with passages extending one from
each of Said mandrel bores through to the face

of One of Said plates and with further passages
each extending from a source of vacuum through
to the adjacent face of the other plate, one of
Said plates being formed with spaced grooves,
the passages extending through to one plate being
Connected One to each of said grooves and pas

Sages extending through to the other plate termi
nating in end portions spaced from each other

to an extent equal to the Spacing of said grooves
and aligning with the same when said plates are
disposed in operative relationship, said latter end
portions being longitudinally spaced whereby as
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Said Support and the plate connected therewith 75

port and the plate connected thereWith move

with respect to the second plate succeeding man
drels Will have their individual bores solely and
Successively connected with different grooves
throughout the lengths of the latter and means
forming a part of Said machine and functioning
after the passages and the bores have completed
their connection with said grooves to relieve con
ditions of vacuum within said bores and passages.
13. In a Syringe barrel forming machine in
combination a mandrel assembly including an
inner mounting portion and a smooth, substan

tially uninterrupted preform-shaping body hav

ing an Outer end, a Support forming a part of said
mounting machine and connected to said portion
to maintain said body in a position at which its

2,684,556
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outer end is disposed outwardly of said mounting
tionship to the path of travel of a mandrel moved
portion, said body end including a surface to lie
by said support to heat the inner end of the
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adjacent the closed end of a cylindrical preform

mandrel and the flange and adjacent body por
tion of a preform Supported thereby to a degree
such that said preform is rendered plastic and
collapses into sealing contact with the adjacent
mandrel Surface, means connecting through the
mandrel bore the space between the mandrel and
connection with a source of vacuum associated
the
preform above the point of sealing contact
with said machine and said body being formed 10 With a source of vacuum, said heating means
with a passage extending outwardly from Said
being also disposed in operative relationship to
bore through to its outer surface at a point in
the path of travel of the mandrel, means for
immediate proximity to the outer end of said
axially shifting said latter heating means from a
body.
point adjacent the point of Sealing contact
15
14. In a syringe barrel forming machine in
towards the upper end of the mandrel whereby
combination a mandrel assembly including an
to cause atmospheric pressure to collapse Said
inner mounting portion and a smooth, substan
preform into intimate contact with the face of
tially uninterrupted preform-shaping body hav
the cylindrical mandrel body through the entire
ing an outer end, a Support forming a part of
bore surface of such preform and said machine
said machine and connected to Said portion to 20 providing during continued rotation of Said turn
maintairl Said body in a position at which its end
table, a cooling Zone through which said mandrel
is disposed outwardly, said end including a S?r
In 10VéS.
face to engage with the closed end of a cylindrical
17. A glass Syringe barrel forming machine
preform ensleeved over said body to support such
including in combination a movable supporting
preform in a position at which its opposite end
asSembly, a plurality of mandrels mounted there
is disposed at a point short of Said mounting
On and to each receive a glass preform to be
portion, said body being formed with a bore
shaped by conforming the Surfaces thereof to
extending through to the inner portion of Said
the mandrei Surfaces by the action of heat and
assembly for direct connection with a source of
atmospheric pressure, a fixed mounting for said
vacuum associated with said machine, said body 30 assembly, a plurality of vacuum sources con
being formed with a passage extending out Wardly
nected with Said mounting, each of Said mandrels
from said bore through to its outer Surface at a
being formed with passages, said assembly also
point in immediate proximity to the outer end of
including passages connected one to each of Said
said body and the surface providing the Outer
mandrel
passages, means for moving said as
mandrel end including relatively raised portions 35 Sembly with respect to said mounting, means for
to act as spacing means to prevent sealing Con
Successively coupling said assembly passages one

ensleeved over said body to support, such preform
in a position at which its opposite end is disposed
at a point short of said mounting portion, Said
body being formed with a bore extending through
to the inner portion of said assembly for direct

tact being established between such surface and
the closed end of the preform.
15. A syringe barrel forming machine includ
ing in combination a turntable, means for rotat
ing the same, a plurality of rotatable bored man
drels extending outwardly from said turntable to
each receive a Syringe preform having a bored
body provided with an open flanged inner end

through which the mandrel extends outwardly
into its bore, heating means disposed in operative
relationship to the path of travel of a mandrel
moved by said turntable to heat the inner end of
the mandrel and the flange and adjacent body
portion of a preform supported thereby to a
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to each of the vacuum sources as said assembly
moves with respect to said mounting and means
forming a part of said coupling whereby a given
assembly passage is disconnected from one vac
Ulum source prior to a Succeeding passage thereof
being connected therewith.
18. A method of forming a hypodermic Syringe
barrel which includes employing a tubular pre
form having a length substantially equal to that
of the finished barrel, an open inner end and a
bore of larger diameter than the exterior di
ameter of a cylindrical mandrel, introducing the
Outer Gnd of the mandrei through the Open inner
end of the preform to ensleeve the latter upon
Said mandrel with its outer end adjacent the
closed outer end of the preform and with an un

degree such that said preform is rendered plastic
and collapses into sealing contact with the adja
cent mandrel surface, means connecting through
interrupted Space free from all obstruction exist
the mandrel bore the space between the mandrel
ing between the adjacent Outer mandrel face
and the preform beyond the point of sealing con
and the bore face of the preform from its closed
outer end to its inner end, heating the preform
tact, with a source of vacuum, said heating means
being also disposed in operative relationship to
in a Zone beginning with the edge defining its
inner end to cause its bore to constrict into seal
the path of travel of the mandrel to heat the
preform carried thereby between its flange and
ing contact with the mandrel in Such Zone, Sub
outer end whereby to cause atmospheric pressure 60 jecting the space between the mandrel and pre
form bore to the action of vacuum, heating the
to collapse said preform into intimate contact
With said mandrel through the entire bore Sur
preform in line with such space to render the
face of such preform and said machine providing
preform plastic from such zone toward its outer
end to cause atmospheric pressure to collapse
during continued rotation of Said turntable, a
cooling Zone through which said mandrel moves.
the preform into intimate contact with the re
mainder of the mandrel face and thus impart to
16. A syringe barrel forming machine includ
ing in combination a movable support, means for the bore a purely cylindrical configuration, cool
ing said preform and mandrel to cause the latter
shifting the same, a plurality of rotatable bored
mandrels extending outwardly from said Support,
to shrink out of contact with the bore Surface
each of said mandrels comprising a cylindrical 70 and sliding the barrel—resulting from the steps
body and an outer end, Said mandrels each to which said preform has been Subjected—in
receiving a Syringe preform having a bored body
an outward direction over said mandrel to re
provided with an open flanged inner end through move it therefrom.
19. A method of forming a hypodermic Syringe
which the mandrel extends outwardly into its
bore, heating means disposed in Operative rela 75 barrel which includes employing a tubular pre
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Said heating means and mandrel to heat the
preform carried thereby between its inner and
Outer ends whereby to cause atmospheric pres–
Sure to collapse said preform into intinate con

form having a length substaitially equal to that
of the finished barrel, an open inner end and a
bore of larger diameter than the exterior di

ameter of a cylindrical mandrel, arranging said
tact with said mandrel through the entire bore
mandrel to extend in a direction upward from
Surface Of Such preform and said machine pro
the horizontal, introducing its upper end through
viding during continued movement of said Sup
the Open inner end of the preform to ensleeve
pó??, & cooling Zone through which said mandrel
the latter upon said mandrel with its outer end
1110VéS.
adjacent the closed outer end of the preform and
with an uninterrupted Space, free from all ob 10 21. A glass Syringe barrel forming machine in
cluding in combination a movable supporting as
struction, existing between the adjacent, Outer
Sembly, a plurality of mandrels mounted thereon
mandrel face and the bore face of the preform
3rid to each receive a glass preform to be shaped
from its closed outer end to its inner end, st:}}
by conforming the Surfaces thereof to the man
jecting the preform to a preheating action and
thereupon heating said preform in a Zone begin 15 drel Surfaces by the action of heat, and at Thos
pheric pressure, a fixed mounting for said as
ning with the edge defining its inner end to cause
sembly, a plurality of vacuum sources connected
its bore to constrict into sealing contact with the
with said mounting, each of said mandrels being
mandrel in such Zone, thereupon subjecting the
formed with passages, Said assembly also includ
space between the mandrel and preform bore to
the action of vacuum, heating the preform begin 20 ing passages connected one to each of Said man
drel passages, means for moving said assembly
ning at a point adjacent its Zone of S?aling Con
With respect to said mounting, means for Suc
tact in an upward direction to render that pre

form plastic from the Zone of Seal toward its
upper end to cause atmospheric pressure to col
lapse the preform into intimate contact with the
remainder of the mandrel face and thus impart
to the bore a purely cylindrical configuration,
cooling said preform and mandrel to cause the
latter to Shrink Out of contact with the bore Sur
face and sliding the barrel—resulting from the
steps to which said preform has been Subjected—
in an upward direction over said mandrel to re
move it therefrom.
20. A. Syringe barrel forming machine includ
ing in combination a movable Support, means
for moving the same, a plurality of rotatable
bored mandrels extending outwardly from Said
Support to each receive a syringe preform having
a bored body provided with an open inner end
through which the mandrel extends outwardly
into its bore, heating means including means dis
posed adjacent said support for preheating a
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to shrink the preforms into sealing contact with

said mandreis adjacent, the inner ends of the
35
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a mandrel moved by said support to heat, the
tion of a preform supported thereby to a degree

inner end of the mandrel and adjacent body por

tact with a source of vacuum, means for causing
relative movement in an axial direction between

preforms and operating means to cause said heat
ing means to function during the coupling of Said
assembly passages to the Vacuum Sources to heat
and render plastic the balance of a preform body
and cause it to conform to the mandrel.

preform supported by a mandrel, Said heating
means also including further means disposed in
operative relationship to the path of travel of 4

such that said preform is rendered plastic and
collapses into sealing contact with the adjacent
mandrel surface, means connecting through the
mandrel bore the space between the mandrel
and the preform beyond the point of Sealing COin

cessively coupling said assembly passages one
to each of the vacuum Sources as said assembly
moves with respect to Said mounting, raeans form
ing a part of Said coupling whereby a given as
Sembly passage is disconnected from one vacuum
Source prior to a succeeding passage thereof being
connected therewith, heating means disposed ad
jacent the point at which coupling occurs to heat
the inner ends of preforms received by mandrels
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